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Kallai’s book is the most complete, comprehensive and profound
study to date of the geographical lists in the Book of Joshua which describe
the territorial allotments to the Tribes of Israel. The discussion, extending
over four hundred pages, is based on two fundamental assumptions. 1) The
geographical lists in the Book of Joshua reflect an historical reality. “ We
assume, as we have said, that the description of the tribal boundaries is
not the product of theory, vision and promise, but rather that its connection
to precise geographical conditions proves that it was guided by a reality
known to the scribes from either a written or an immediate source” (p. 244).
2) The date of the geographical lists must be determined by an historical,
not a literary, criterion. Therefore, the author devotes the first part of his
book (pp. 1 9 8 3  )־to an historical review of three ages in the history of the
Jewish people in the Land of Israel: a) the period of the settlement and
of the Judges; b) the age of David and Solomon; c) the monarchial age of
Israel and Judah.
This review starts out with the geographical lists whose setting, in
the author’s opinion, definitely resembles David’s census (II Sam. 2 4 : 2 )
and Solomon’s list of districts (I Ki. 4). The author’s conclusion in the
first part is that Israelite rule extended over the entire Land of Israel only
during the period of David and Solomon, and neither previous nor subse־
quent to that (pp. 8 0 8 3 )־.
The second and third parts of the book are devoted to a geographical and historical analysis of the system of tribal boundaries in the Book of
Joshua (pp. 8 7 2 7 1 )־. The author concludes that “The only period which
fits the historical background of the boundaries is the period of the United
Monarchy, the reigns of David and Solomon, principally in the latter part
of David’s and during Solomon’s reign” (p. 235).
If the author finds one uniform historical background for the tribal
boundaries it is not in relation to the city-lists embedded in the geographical lists in the Book of Joshua (Part Four, pp. 2 7 5 3 7 5 )־. His opinion is
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that the lists are not contemporaneous; in any case, they are not based on
a unified document from the period of Josiah, as A. Alt maintained. The
list of the cities of Judah dates from the
time of Hezekiah (p.286),the
list of the cities of Benjamin reflects the
extent of the conquestsof Abijah
King of Judah (p. 285), the list of the cities of Dan is identical with the
second district of Solomon (pp. 292, 299), and the list of the cities of
Simeon reflects the historical-territorial situation in the time of David
(pp. 292, 299). The rest of the city-lists were linked mainly to the description of the portions and complement it, and therefore they date from the
time of the editors of the description of the boundaries (p. 277).
Like other commentators, Kallai assumes that the Levitical city-lists
(Josh. 21 ; I Chron. 6) date from the United Monarchy (Part Five, pp. 3794 0 3 ), or more precisely, from the second half of Solomon’s reign, before
the transference of the territory of Kabul to Hiram (p. 387) .
The reader of Kallai’s book will certainly be impressed with his
erudition in the subject, with his consistency and the way in which he 10cates the lists of tribal holdings in their appropriate framework by applying
known and accepted methods, in harmony with the mass of historical material.
The attached map, the tables and detailed index so facilitate following the elaborate discussion that the work becomes an important reference
book for the historical geography of Eretz-Israel (the Land of Israel) in the
Biblical period.
In spite of the profound discussion and convincing theses of the author, the book does n o t, of course, offer a full and perfect solution to the
problems of the geographical lists in the Book of Joshua. The nature of the
Biblical material, especially of the lists under discussion, “offers room for
the abundance of commentators, each according to his own method” (p. 137).
And so, the various scholars who have dealt with this subject have put forward equally various, contradictory solutions. It is w ell, therefore, that Kallai has prefaced his book with a general introduction (pp. 1-15) in which
he reviews the principal opinions expressed by various commentators concerning the nature and dating of the geographical documents.
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Saul, the first anointed king of Israel, was from Benjamin. The tribe was also loyal to Davidâ€™s descendants when the northern tribes
seceded (1 Kings 12:16â€“24). Notable tribesmen: King Saul, Mordecai, Paul. Manasseh. This tribe descended from Josephâ€™s
firstborn son, and uniquely settled on both sides of the Jordan River (Joshua 17:5â€“6). The eastern settlement is often referred to as
the â€œhalf-tribe of Manasseh.â€Â More insights like this are waiting for you in the Faithlife Study Bibleâ€”the worldâ€™s largest study
Bible. And itâ€™s totally freeâ€”get it now! Share this post! Tweet. Comments. William Varner says. March 2, 2013 at 5:35 pm.
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(Hebrew: tvl[Hebrew Letter Het][Hebrew Letter Nun] larshy Tsrsh lsh tyrvtMyhh hypr[Hebrew Letter Nun]vay[Hebrew Letter Nun]b
rk[Hebrew Letter Het]m ,larshy ytbsh). @inproceedings{Weinfeld1970TheTO, title={The Tribes of Israel: A Study in the Historical
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Studying historical geography, in my own experience, has permanently marked my life and changed the way I understand the Bible.
Places and names which I used to pass over now immediately bring to mind a siteâ€™s history, its geographical pros and cons, its
scenery, and even its smells.Â A knowledge of Israelâ€™s geography serves as an additional way to retain the truth of a passage.
Remembering what a location looks like enables one to picture the action, to remember the event, to imagine its occurrence in a way
that enables retention. Also many events took place in the same location, which also helps to tie the Bible together better.

